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NOTICE OF MEETING
TRAFFIC, ENVIRONMENT & COMMUNITY SAFETY SCRUTINY PANEL
TUESDAY, 30 NOVEMBER 2021 AT 4.00 PM
THE EXECUTIVE MEETING ROOM - THIRD FLOOR, THE GUILDHALL
Telephone enquiries to Jane Di Dino 023 9283 4060
Email: jane.didino@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
If any member of the public wishing to attend the meeting has access requirements, please
notify the contact named above.
Information with regard to public access due to Covid precautions
 Attendees will be requested to undertake an asymptomatic/ lateral flow test within 48 hours of
the meeting. Around one in three people who are infected with COVID-19 have no symptoms so
could be spreading the virus without knowing it. Asymptomatic testing – getting tested when you
don’t have symptoms - helps protect people most at risk by helping to drive down transmission
rates. We strongly encourage you to take up the habit of regular asymptomatic testing to help
prevent the spread of coronavirus to your colleagues and residents you work with.
 We strongly recommend that attendees should be double vaccinated.
 If symptomatic you must not attend and self-isolate following the stay at home guidance issued
by Public Health England.
 All attendees are recommended to wear a face covering while moving around within the
Guildhall.
 Although it will no longer be a requirement attendees may choose to keep a social distance
and take opportunities to prevent the spread of infection.
 Hand sanitiser is provided at the entrance and throughout the Guildhall. All attendees are
encouraged to make use of hand sanitiser on entry to the Guildhall and are requested to follow
the one way system in place.
 Attendees are encouraged book in to the venue (QR code). An NHS test and trace log will be
retained and maintained for 21 days for those that cannot or have not downloaded the app.
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Membership
Councillor Lee Mason (Chair)
Councillor Matthew Atkins
Councillor Stuart Brown

Councillor Charlotte Gerada
Councillor Jo Hooper
Councillor Leo Madden

Standing Deputies
Councillor Simon Bosher
Councillor Ryan Brent
Councillor Graham Heaney
Councillor Ian Holder

(NB

Councillor Lee Hunt
Councillor Benedict Swann
Councillor Rob Wood

This agenda should be retained for future reference with the minutes of this meeting).

Please note that the agenda, minutes and non-exempt reports are available to view online on
the Portsmouth City Council website: www.portsmouth.gov.uk

AGENDA
1

Apologies for Absence.

2

Declarations of Members' Interests

3

Minutes of the Previous Meeting. (Pages 3 - 8)
RECOMMENDED that the minutes of the meeting held on 16 November
2021 are agreed as a correct record.

4

Review into biodiversity enhancement in urban Portsmouth (Pages 9 24)
Zoe White, Green and Healthy Streets Co-ordinator will present the council's
Greening Strategy which was adopted in March 2020. A copy of the strategy
is attached.
An update on the progress made on this strategy was presented to Cabinet on
5 October 2021 and can be viewed here.
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Members of the public are now permitted to use both audio visual recording devices
media during this meeting, on the understanding that it neither disrupts the meeting
those stating explicitly that they do not wish to be recorded. Guidance on the use of
meetings open to the public is available on the council's website and posters on the
meeting's venue.
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Agenda Item 3
TRAFFIC, ENVIRONMENT & COMMUNITY SAFETY SCRUTINY PANEL
Minutes of the meeting of the Traffic, Environment & Community Safety
Scrutiny Panel held on Tuesday, 16 November 2021 at 4pm in the Guildhall.
Present
Councillor Lee Mason (Chair)
Matthew Atkins
Stuart Brown
Charlotte Gerada
Jo Hooper
Leo Madden
25.

Apologies for Absence. (AI 1)
There were no apologies for absence.

26.

Declarations of Members' Interests (AI 2)
No interests were declared.

27.

Minutes of the Previous Meeting (AI 3)
RESOLVED that the minutes of the previous meeting held on 12
February 2020 were agreed.

28.

Review into Accessibility of Transport Network - Update and Agreement
on Next Steps (AI 4)
Charlotte Smith, Assistant Director, Corporate Services presented the report.
The panel discussed the next steps for this review and agreed that it was
important to progress this review as much as possible before the next
municipal year.
Members requested that further questions be included in the survey regarding
wheelchair users' experience of using buses and trains:
• The width of bus's doors.
• Access to the wheelchair area on the bus.
• The ability of buses to dip down so that the ramp can be deployed.
• The provision of ramps at stations and the availability of staff to put
them in place.
Action
Information on bus companies' policies regarding wheelchair users and
people with pushchairs and prams using the same space on the bus will be
sent to members.
RESOLVED that:
• The quantitative survey will go live in November and run for six
weeks, as per the timelines already discussed.
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•
•
29.

Market research and transport will investigate options/ timescales
for the analysis of the quantitative data (approx. 30 days work)
and the preparation of a report for the panel.
Qualitative elements of the research will be postponed until the
next municipal year.

Biodiversity Enhancement in Urban Portsmouth (AI 5)
The scoping document for this review that was sent out with the agenda was
agreed.
The Chair read out views on this topic that had been sent in from other
Councillors:
Councillor Cal Corkery
Across the council estates in Charles Dickens ward there are lots of great
examples of greening initiatives which promote biodiversity and tackle the
climate and nature crises. Often these projects are led and maintained by the
residents themselves resulting in a more locally rooted initiative with strong
community buy in. For example the Cornwallis Crescent community orchard
and the Australia Close community garden. These kind of projects should be
supported and expanded where possible.
One issue I would flag up in relation to the promotion of resident led greening
and biodiversity in council blocks and estates is that it is not always clear what
residents are allowed to do and different advice seems to be given in different
areas. I believe it would be useful to have clear and consistent guidance
available to council tenants and leaseholders about exactly what they can do
on their balconies and in other shared areas.
Councillor Robert New
The Hilsea Lines and north portsea sea defences is home to some of the
city’s finest bio-diversity and habitats from the tall trees of foxes forest to the
rushes and coastal habitats. Copnor also is home to unique soft marsh-like
settings and hidden lakes, providing further large green spaces. College Park
contains many bee-friendly plantings and is a much loved green space on the
east side of the city, along with other large green spaces in nearby Baffins.
The new linear park that Penny Mordaunt MP secured funding for will be the
biggest linear park of its kind and will further enhance, protect and connect
our communities with the natural world. The opportunities to enhance our
biodiversity with this project has huge potential, scope and scale If
Portsmouth City Council gets it right. It is my hope that they will consult with
all members throughout the project life: from the current proposals to boots on
the ground.
Councillor Terry Norton
“Biodiversity is one of the most precious and important things we have. In
Portsmouth we tend to think of it as something that’s just nice to look at, and
enjoy spending time in, but it’s so much more. Nature means a lot to the
residents of Drayton and Farlington (the greenest ward in the city with 1.8
trees per resident) for us it provides more than scenery. Our community value
2
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the natural ecosystems around us and encourage the development of
Biodiverse practices. One area of interest for the ward is bees who are vital to
bio diversity. There are 130,000 plants for example for which bees are
essential to pollination. We therefore support the inclusion of wildflower
meadows within our community. A resident recently stated "Bees are more
important than poultry in terms of human nutrition" an interesting point"
Councillor Hannah Hockaday
The view of Portsdown Hill whilst great hides a far more important gem. The
unique conditions are why much of it is SSSI, with the mixed habitat providing
a home for many lifeforms. It highlights how bio-diverse our wonderful city is,
the carefully managed environment and mix of uses ensure a wide range of
environments and therefore species. If it was all left to turn to gorse or forest
this unique environment that has developed since humans first inhabited the
land would be lost. The immense greenery from our parks and tree lined
roads provide a home to a range of insects which in turn feed a range of birds
that will delight the ornithologist. Coastal landscape provide yet more sea life
that need the range of conditions to survive and thrive, and in turn maintains a
food chain leading up to the seals that we see sunbathing on the mud flats of
Langstone Harbour.
Cosham has an abundance of nature for residents to enjoy such as forest
walks close by at Foxes forest / Hilsea Lines, a variety of stunning habitats at
Farlington Marshes, and local parks providing not only green space for
exercisers, dog walkers and children. The ponds beneath the chalk cliffs are a
rare home for protected newts. A great environment around Lakeside with the
marshier environment encouraging more life. Green areas have been
enhanced in Cosham and around the city with the planting of wildflowers, and
cherry trees in Cosham Park which help the pollinators and bees that
humanity wouldn't survive without. These aspects are not only important for
nature to thrive but for people to appreciate in the surrounding area of their
homes. They also provide a vital soak away to reduce the prevalence of
flooding and any loss of the green environment that is so vital impacts that
and creates further risk of flooding of homes.
In response to questions from the panel, Vincent Mount, Team Leader
Landscape Architect gave his views on the council's approach to improving
biodiversity in the city:
There are numerous initiatives being carried out and bioversity is at the
forefront of many people's minds.
The landscaping team works very well with the Green & Clean Team within
Housing Department and the Parks Team in many areas. The teams are very
energetic and positive to requests from local people for greening projects.
Prior to development or greening of any area it is essential that an
assessment be carried out to consider:
• The needs of the location.
• The needs of the people and how they behave there.
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•
•
•
•

The possible negative impacts of the proposed measures on the existing
ecology.
The unique conditions and needs of the area and any mitigation measures
that would be required.
The size, aspect, wind conditions, sun exposure.
The objective of the proposal.

Expectations must be managed from the start to avoid disappointment. For
example, If more biodiversity were to be introduced on Southsea Common, it
could change the character of the Common, and sometimes naturalised areas
look quite messy, so this may not be desirable.
Native hedges, scrubland, woodland and wildflowers are not appropriate for
all sites. They often need space to mature or fill out.
Many schools are already looking at greening their grounds and the council is
working with the Tree Council to supply trees.
Portsmouth is very fortunate to have large areas of green spaces, some of
which are naturalised or are already protected areas of nature conservation,
eg. Hilsea Lines and Portsdown Hill.
The panel may wish to consider teasing out the difference between an area
maintained to encourage biodiversity and areas that become neglected in this
review. They can become areas where rubbish is dumped, or where it feels
very overgrown and even unsafe in some instances.
Rewilded sites need regular monitoring and maintenance to make sure they
are not becoming neglected or unsafe.
Sometimes there are simple steps to improving biodiversity e.g., mowing
grass less often or leaving the verges uncut.
Some areas can thrive from human interaction, for example Eastney beach
where the shingle vegetation is trampled or battered by people walking
on/through it.
Before sea defence work started at Hilsea Lines the importance of the area
was investigated and how any impact on the ecosystem could be mitigated.
To meet the council's objectives regarding rewilding and improving
biodiversity, more could be done to encourage departments and Colas to
work together, in order to provide a more cohesive approach to biodiversity
and greening.
Wildflowers thrive in poor soil but need regular maintenance including cutting
back at least once a year and the removal of other plants such as pernicious
weeds (brambles, thistles). They may also need to be overseeded after the
first year if the take-up is poor, and they become overly dominated by the
more competitive species in the mix.
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The landscape architect team training includes identifying biodiversity
opportunities and objectives in the planning stages of a project. This is
brought up by the client or the architects at a very early stage of projects.
Streets in Portsmouth are underdeveloped in terms of biodiversity. There is
one town in Germany, Freiburg, where many of the streets have trees in
parking pays. It makes a huge green impact, but is part of a much wider
greening ethos. Most of the streets are wider than in Portsmouth, but not all
of them.
Grass areas used for parking are not always the most effective because it is
difficult for plants to grow through if they are heavily used or compacted.
However, they can have a good effect on sustainable drainage because
rainwater can penetrate its permeable surface and not run straight off into the
drains.
The council's Greening Strategy incorporates many different themes on what
can be done in parks, streets and gardens etc. This was drafted two years
ago and provides an overview for what is possible. However the council is
mostly reactive at the moment to requests for rewilding/ greening of areas and
does not have a clear overarching vision with regard to improving biodiversity.
As shown in the Greening Strategy, there are many means to improve
biodiversity e.g. introducing/ encouraging hedgerows, scrubland and
woodlands. Fruit orchards have proved popular. These may not attract the
most wildlife but encourage people to connect to nature, which is just as
valuable.
Some plants (shrubs and perennials) are not native but are good pollinators
so can still have value to bees and insects.
On some sites the opportunities may be rather restricted but it's about
exploring the opportunities for biodiversity. For example at King George V
playing fields proposals include artificial grass pitches and a new pavilion.
There are many mature trees around the edge and some bats roost in the
building but currently the biodiversity is rather low. This can be improved by
some wildflower panting on soil mounds that use the excavated soil. The site
is mainly used as playing fields so the uses/needs must be balanced out.
The council cares very well for its green, open spaces. There is room for
improvement, but the Parks team and Green & Clean do a good job in trying
new methods to improve biodiversity. Even Colas have been trialling
wildflower areas. But it would be good to capture this all together and be
working better towards a collective vision rather than working in silos.
In the subsequent discussion, Councillors raised the following points:
Clear parameters are required to ensure that rewilded areas and neglected
areas can be distinguished.
Thorough assessments at the planning stage are essential to prevent
unintentional consequences on the local ecosystem. In Cornwall cattle were
5
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removed from an area to make it a more diverse environment. Unfortunately,
this led to choughs leaving as they rely on the manure.
It is important that the council and Colas are clear regarding wilding projects
and also the spraying of weedkiller which is sprayed on pavements and the
walls of forecourts.
The review must be strategic in its approach.
The other 35 Councillors have been invited to submit their views about this
review.
Rewilding is not always the best option to improve biodiversity.
It may be useful to identify the common themes where the council can work in
a consistent way city-wide.
The proposal for a parking space to be converted into a parklet in Southsea
has been supported by local businesses.
Although planting trees in streets is a great long-term objective, streets tend to
be narrow and people want to be able to park near home.
ACTIONS
The following meeting dates were agreed:
30 November
14 December
11 January
25 January
8 February.
Site visits to the following locations be arranged:
• Portsdown Hill
• Farlington Marshes
• Eastney Beach
• Tipner
• Milton Common
The meeting concluded at 6:20pm.
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Agenda Item 4
Greening Portsmouth
Foreword from Cabinet Members
I am delighted to be able to introduce this greening strategy for our city.
We know about the benefits that more greenery in our environments can bring, and this is
especially important in a densely populated city like Portsmouth. We have less green
canopy, as a percentage of our land, than comparable cities like Plymouth or Southampton,
but we know that greenery can support better air quality, better mental wellbeing, more
physical recreation and of course, help us respond to the climate emergency.
Significantly increasing greenery in the public realm is something that I am committed to,
and this document sets out our approaches and highlights some immediate priorities for
action. We will also help other landowners (including householders) to increase the amount
and quality of greenery in the city, and make sure all of our policies support this objective
too.
The council has committed significant capital funding to get the ball rolling. The document
is a "greenprint" for how we can invest this for maximum impact, and sets out what has to
happen alongside this. We will also develop a mechanism as part of this work for capturing
the value of trees to the city, using models that have been tried and tested elsewhere.
We can all play a part in this - green-fingered or not. I am very grateful to partners who
have contributed to pulling this document together, including Portsmouth Friends of the
Earth, Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust and the Tree Wardens.
Cllr Steve Pitt, Cabinet Member, Culture and City Development.
Cllr Dave Ashmore, Cabinet Member, Environment and Climate Change
Cllr Darren Sanders, Cabinet Member, Housing
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Introduction
As part of the process to develop the Local Plan for Portsmouth, and to respond to the climate
emergency, work has been undertaken to look at the wider green infrastructure in the city, and
identify opportunities to enhance this. The "green infrastructure network" is a term used to define a
range of natural assets like parks, semi-natural and natural habitats, allotments, and playing pitches,
as well as individual planting sites. The term also encompasses "blue infrastructure" including the
coastline, streams and ponds. This network provides a wide range of valuable benefits for the city
and its inhabitants, including but not limited to: improving physical and mental health and wellbeing;
providing resilience to climate change; providing space for biodiversity and boosting economic
investment.
A key component of the network is the city's trees. Trees not only serve to break up the hard,
concrete fabric of the urban environment - particularly when they grow within the streetscape - but
also provide many of the benefits highlighted above. For example, trees with large leafy canopies
slow down surface run-off and help to reduce flood risk at times of heavy rain; they also serve to
cool the environment especially in the summer by providing direct shade as well as through the
effects of evapotranspiration. Trees can also provide benefits for improving air pollution, as well as
providing habitat for local wildlife; whilst their simple presence within the environment has been
found to benefit mental wellbeing through reducing stress and anxiety.
The local authority are ambitious to increase the amount of greenery in the city, including the
number of trees in the city. If we were to double the number of trees in the next 25 years, this
would mean:
-

Ensuring that as many as possible of the 50,000 new trees on Horsea Island Country Park
reach maturity (allowing for planned management as the trees grow)
Adding 360 extra trees per year for the next 25 years in public open spaces, and 720 trees
per year in private land, including gardens
Adding 120 extra street trees per year for the next 25 years.

Of course, trees are only one form of greenery and we need to look at the full range of planting that
can be done and the opportunities for improvement against all of our objectives. This strategy for
enhancing the green spaces in Portsmouth builds upon and supersedes the previous Green
Infrastructure plan considered at Cabinet, and which brought together a great deal of investigatory
work. This included identifying areas of the city with the least tree cover, poorest quality open space
and opportunities for planting. The document seeks to drive improvement over time and draws on a
number of local and other sources including:





Increasing Tree Cover in Portsmouth - Friends of the Earth, Portsmouth, 2019
Emergency Tree Plan for the UK: How to increase tree cover and address the nature and
climate emergency - Woodland Trust, January 2020
An assessment of Tree Cover in Portsmouth Background Paper - PCC, February 2019
Green Infrastructure Background Paper - PCC, February 2019

The strategy has four branches:
1) Branch 1 - Greening the public realm
2) Branch 2 - Greening private space
3) Branch 3 - Grassroots engagement
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4) Branch 4 - Policy approach - how does the broad policy environment that the council sets
support and improved green infrastructure in the city
This document will support other programmes of work in the city, including the Climate Action Plan
and the Air Quality Plan. Please see the below diagram, setting out our plan on a page.
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Key information about greenery in Portsmouth
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Branch 1- Planting our public realm
To double canopy coverage in the city, we need to add 360 new trees in parks and open spaces,
and 120 new street trees (net of replacements) every year for the next 25 years.
Portsmouth City Council is responsible for a huge amount of the publically accessible land in the city,
including parks, public and communal gardens, cemeteries, and the wider highway network,
including pavements and verges. This includes management of over 25,000 trees in the city. The
council is committed to developing and improving the city's trees, many of which are prime
specimens from a wide variety of species.
The council has been seeking to increase tree stock in the city over recent years. Planting schemes
have focused on areas where air quality impact must be addressed, but also where there is space for
additional trees to be added. So, planting has been carried out in areas such as Lake Road, Northern
Parade, Eastern Road, Rectory Avenue and Goldsmith Avenue.
The council operates a planned programme of inspections for all of its tree stock. Sites have a
specific visual assessment at least every four years, with many having a basic visual inspection
annually as part of a general site safety survey. The inspections are carried out by professionally
certified inspectors.
The council has a clear set of principles for the management of trees and planting, to ensure that
greenery is protected but is also safe and sustainable:








Portsmouth City Council will only permit removal of a tree in its management when the tree
is dead, dying or diseased such that it will cause a danger; prevents a significant risk to public
safety or property; or is required to enable achievement of development in line with
planning policy - our detailed guidance on when removal is permitted is attached as part of
our Tree Charter at Appendix 1.
When a tree is removed, a replacement will be planted (although not necessarily at the
same site) to ensure that there is no net reduction of trees in the city
Wherever possible, planting will be permanent and into the ground, rather than of a
temporary nature in planters
Planting solutions will be right for the place, so considerations will include tree species and
size, water dependency, root systems, hardiness and proximity to property
Planting will take into account longer-term maintenance implications and be designed with
this in mind
Planting - including replacement planting - will be considered to ensure that the whole green
infrastructure network for the city is balanced.

These principles ensure that trees are afforded a high degree of protection in the city, and that the
conditions are in place for future planting to be sustained and thrive.
However, we accept that we are in the midst of a climate emergency, and have an immediate and
urgent need to address issues of air quality in the city. This means that as well as preserving trees
and greenery in the city, we need to proactively accelerate the planting of trees in the city, as well as
take other measures such as enhancing lower level planting (hedges and shrubbery), finding
opportunities for less structured planting, and space to innovate - for example, creating green walls
or green roofs.
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It is also important that we make sure that the right trees and plants end up in the right place. For
example, urban landscapes need drought tolerant trees, and some species can actually be hazardous
to air quality, for example, by adding pollen and other organic compounds to air, or creating a
canopy which impeded air circulation.
Bearing this is mind, Portsmouth City Council has made capital funding available to augment the
existing budgets for planting and plant management in the city, so that we can start greening the
city. In the first phase of delivery (next two years), we will seek to implement (in additional to
business as usual activity):
-

Significant additional planting in our parks and open spaces
Development of wild areas across the city
Improved and enhanced planting on PCC housing land
More street trees in priority areas.

We will also ensure that we model expectations from development in our own interests as a
commercial landowner and promoter of schemes in the city, for example as we bring forward
schemes for Lakeside and Tipner as an example. We will also be considering opportunities to bring
greenery into projects delivered through the Future High Streets Fund in Commercial Road and
Fratton (if successful). Opportunities for green enhancement will also be looked at in the Southsea
Coastal Defences.
Finally, there are opportunities to consider where schemes for general landscape softening, such as
depaving could be pursued. Such schemes provide wider environmental benefits, such as improved
flood management and support climate adaptation and well as enhancing and softening the
landscape. This is an area that we will explore more fully in implementing this strategy, and consider
in tandem with plans to reprioritise streets. Separate to the Local Plan, as part of our commitment
to greening the city, we will also investigate opportunities for temporary greening and acknowledge
the contribution made to recreational objectives, air quality, and carbon reduction by temporary
greening pending permanent development.
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Branch 2: Private Open Space
To double canopy coverage in the city, we need to add 720 new trees on private land, including
gardens, every year for the next 25 years.
As well as the open space that it publically accessible, there is a significant amount of open space in
the city that is not generally accessible to the public, or is only open to then occasionally. Whilst
these areas do not have quite the same breath of benefits that publically accessible spaces do, it is
still important to consider them, as they still perform a number of functions. The functions these
private spaces can potentially play include adapting to and mitigating climate change, contributing
to biodiversity as well as providing the wider benefits that open spaces generally provide to some
portions of the community.
In Portsmouth, this non-accessible space includes school grounds, MoD land, private sports clubs,
Portsmouth Water land, horse paddocks, and the land around the Lakeside site at Northarbour. It is
calculated that this private open space amounts to 289 hectares of land although also included
within this figure is the area of landfill that is being reclaimed to form the Horsea Island Country
Park.
The other significant dimension of private space with value as open space is that of private gardens.
Whilst each is only accessible and therefore provides direct benefits to the residents of that
property, these spaces can still have a benefit to the rest of the community and city as a whole.
Gardens can be beneficial through helping ensure that neighbourhoods are more resilient to some
of the impacts of climate change, but also through the benefits they bring to local ecology and
overall biodiversity in the area. Indeed, it is now recognised that some of the UKs declining wildlife
species are now found more often in gardens than anywhere else. Furthermore, because of the
propensity to play host to a range of species, they can be the main avenue through which people
witness the natural environment day to day.
A significant proportion of the city is covered by private gardens due to the highly built up nature of
Portsmouth, and the area represents about 713 hectares in total which equates to 17.7% of the
entire area of the city, a sizeable proportion of the city's land coverage. These private gardens play
an important role in providing space for trees to grow - just under 27,000 of the city's trees (or 31%
of all trees in the city) are in private gardens.
However, in reality not all gardens in the city are working as well as they could in terms of providing
green infrastructure. Many gardens are now completely paved over with artificial materials, and
devoid of natural surfaces or vegetation such as trees and shrubs, whilst others do still retain greater
proportions of the natural assets that form a vital part of the green infrastructure network.
There is therefore critically important that when we are considering the opportunities to add further
trees and greenery to the city scape, these areas of private land are not overlooked. Larger areas,
such as school grounds provide a huge opportunity to enhance the city's green environment, but
also to support children in their developing understanding and enjoyment of the natural
environment. The council is already working, in collaboration with the Tree Council, on a project to
plat fruit trees and fruiting hedges in schools.
There is expertise and resource that the local authority can lever to provide help to ensure that the
right sort of planting is provided and given the right care to ensure that greenery becomes
established, and we will consider how we can make this happen through the strategy. An excellent
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example is a recently started partnership project working with Portsmouth Hospitals Trust to
consider how the area around Queen Alexandra Hospital can be enhanced as green space.
We also need to help homeowners and tenants understand how they can make their own spaces an
effective part of the green infrastructure in the city, and provide support to do this. Again, the
authority has skills and expertise in green space development that can be geared towards helping
residents make the most of their space and the ability to make linkages across the community - for
example, in making resources available or creating the spaces for communities to come together
around these aims. Assets such as the Waterfront Garden Centre are important in promoting the
green agenda in the city, as an easy way for residents to stock up on plants and equipment (and of
course, Christmas trees!).
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Branch 3: Engagement and consultation
The greening strategy supports a huge range of wider objectives in the city, including the
commitment, made as part of Portsmouth's response to the climate emergency, to achieving zero
net carbon by 2030, and improving air quality. These in turn support drives to enhance the physical
and mental wellbeing of the population, and the function of the city as a habitat for flora and fauna.
Greenery in the environment supports the idea of building a city that is both liveable and loveable.
For this reason, we want people to feel really engaged with and involved in their green environment,
and able to do as much as they can to contribute to building the city's green infrastructure.
We will therefore develop a programme of communications activity to make sure that everyone in
the city understands our approach to trees and greenery as a local authority, but will give people
help and advice to play their own part. We will consider how we can improve the information
around the city about trees and greenery so that people can understand why these things are
important, and republish the Tree Charter for the city. We will create a strong mechanism for
gathering feedback about where people think a "greening intervention" could be helpful and make
sure that we respond to ideas on a regular basis. This will help us keep our action plan fresh and up
to date.
A really important element of this is including awareness of the natural environment in education
from an early age, and this is why it is so important to continue to work with our schools so that the
imaginations of young people are captured.
We will seek to build on the success of our previous social media campaign which included:
-

Informing people about the benefits of greening and why we need more city greenery
Informing people about lesser known green spaces near them - there are quite a few!
Sharing some of the fantastic images that we have, demonstrating the greenery in the city.
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Branch 4- Portsmouth's policy approach
In the medium and long term, planning policy plays a vital role in protecting and improving green
infrastructure coverage in the city and ensuring that new development takes responsibility for
delivering greening in the city. The adopted Local Plan contains a policy (PCS13 'A greener
Portsmouth') which addresses how green infrastructure such as trees should be handled in
development that happens around the city. It sets out various requirements in terms of protecting,
enhancing and providing new green infrastructure in the city and can be viewed on the Council's
website.
The Council is working on a new Local Plan which will replace the existing adopted core strategy.
Whilst this work is ongoing, officers are actively working to promote green infrastructure throughout
the Local Plan, and the topic will continue to be addressed in its own specific policy.
Key considerations in the development of the Local Plan include:
Protecting existing green infrastructure - The development of open spaces in the city will continue to
be resisted. Development that results in a net loss of green infrastructure will be resisted, and net
gains in green infrastructure in proposals will be sought wherever possible. Trees protected under
TPOs or within conservation areas will continue to benefit from significant protections.
Enhancements of existing green infrastructure - The Plan will also seek to bring about enhancements
to existing green infrastructure in the city such as open spaces in order to boost its multi-functionality
and overall quality. This will be important for improving the resilience of these assets to the potential
of increased pressures from future development needs and rising population in the city going
forwards.
Delivering new green infrastructure - In recognition of the often limited space available in the more
densely built up areas of the city, the plan will seek to encourage innovative design of green
infrastructure in the urban environment that might utilise traditionally more wasted spaces, such as
roof tops and walls of buildings in order to help meet net gains in green infrastructure. It will also seek
creation of new open spaces wherever possible.
Future rounds of consultation on the Local Plan in 2020 will provide the opportunity to comment on
the emerging document as it progresses towards submission and adoption. This will include
opportunities to comment on draft policies and the Council will welcome feedback in order to help
shape and strengthen that document. Details on the Local Plan timeline can be found on the website
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Action plan
In order to achieve a greener city, we will implement the following actions in Phase One of the
strategy (2 years linked to planting seasons):
Action
Lead officer
Branch 1- Planting public realm
Plant around 300 new Service manager - parks
trees in city parks and and open space
open space of the
strategy.
Enhance planting in
Head of Estate Services
communal spaces in
PCC housing land
Deliver street tree
PCC Green Team
sites as identified
through previous
greening feasibility
work prepared in July
2019, with focus on
high impact sites in
areas currently
underserved by the
green network
Develop areas of wild Service manager - parks
growing in every ward and open space
in the city
Branch 2: Private Open Space
Develop and promote PCC Green Team
resources for
businesses and
residents around how
to green space
Work with schools to
Landscape Architects
identify opportunities
for planting and
greening
Work in partnership
Landscape Architects
with PHT to develop
Group
ideas for greening
Queen Alexandra
Hospital
Branch 3: Engagement and consultation
Launch
Communications and
communications and
Engagement
engagement plan,
including signage that
can be used by
contractors carrying
out works
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Time period

Associated resource

Within available
planting seasons
- 1-2 years

PCC capital
programme

Within available
planting seasons
- 1-2 years
Within available
planting seasons
- 1-2 years

Ongoing housing
improvement
programme
PCC Capital
programme

Within available
planting seasons
1-2 years

PCC capital
programme

During 2020

Within existing
resources

Within available
planting seasons

Within existing
resources

Ongoing

Funded via PHT

Ongoing

Within existing
resources

Publicise and
Communications and
implement the
Engagement
measures in the Tree
Charter
Branch 4:- Portsmouth's policy approach
Incorporate green
Assistant Director infrastructure policy
Planning and Economic
approach in the Local
Growth
Plan

Ongoing

Within existing
resources

Within Local Plan
programme draft anticipated
2020

Within existing Local
Plan programme
resource

Governance and working together
The Greening Strategy will be led by a "virtual team" of officers working across the city to ensure
that there is a joined up, comprehensive approach to land that is the responsibility of the city. We
will ask valued partners, including Friends of the Earth, Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust
and the Tree Wardens to be part of this "Green Team".
On an annual basis, a report to the Cabinet member will be produced, highlighting progress and
identifying priorities for future phases of the strategy to ensure that the action plan remains
evergreen. The group will also oversee the implementation of the measures in the tree charter.

Our measures of success
We will seek to baseline our current tree stock, greenery and open space, and reassess on an
appropriate basis to benchmark:
-

Number of trees
Canopy cover
Air quality
Engagement levels
Open space quality assessment

We will develop a model to assign value to the green infrastructure in the city, similar to that which
has been used in Bristol, for example.
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Appendix 1 - Portsmouth Tree Charter
Portsmouth City Council is committed to developing and improving the city's trees, many of which
are prime specimens from a wide variety of species.
Trees add great beauty to the city's landscape, absorb atmospheric pollutants and provide a habitat
for birds and other wildlife. These benefits all contribute towards making our city a better place in
which to live, work and visit.
The council will improve the quality, quantity and variety of the city's tree stock by implementing a
long-term management plan. This plan will, wherever practicable, ensure a commitment to the
residents and visitors of Portsmouth to enhance the city's trees, whilst ensuring that public safety is
the highest priority.
We will:













Inspect trees regularly and carry out remedial works as necessary to the relevant British
Standards or best practice guidelines
Log data to build up a history of each tree
Remove trees only where they are dead, dying or diseased such that it will cause a danger;
or present an irretrievable risk to public safety or property; or are required to enable
achievement of development in line with planning policy
Wherever possible, ensure that there is local consultation and communication about tree
works
Commit to replacement of trees that need to be removed to ensure there is no net loss - this
might not be a replacement at the same location, or of the same species
Continually seek out and assess new planting sites
Provide advice where requested on tree-related matters to an appropriate level
Provide information on trees in the city to enhance public understanding and enjoyment,
such as the "Tree Trails"
Commit to working in partnership with the voluntary and community sector on promoting
the importance of trees in the city
Explore funding opportunities, such as grants and sponsorship, that will help enhance the
environment
Ensure that as far as is practical, all green waste arising from city council tree works are
recycled.

Residents can help by:





Keeping us informed of all proposed planting
Helping to water newly planted trees near your own property
Suggesting new sites for tree planting
Reporting any damage to city's trees.

Brief overview of tree management
The city council operates a planned programme of inspections for all of its tree stock. Tree records
including survey data are stored on specialist tree management software. Sites have specific visual
assessment at least every 4 years, with many having a basic visual inspection annually as part of a
general site safety survey. The inspections are carried out by trained inspectors.
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General principles for tree works and removals
Portsmouth City Council will only permit removal of a tree in its management when the tree is
dead, dying or diseased such that it will cause a danger; prevents a significant risk to public safety
or property; or is required to enable achievement of development in line with planning policy







All requests for arboricultural works to trees growing on council land will be inspected and
authorised by Council officers.
If tree works are required in bird nesting season (February-September) trees will be
examined for evidence of nesting. Where a bird's nest is found, tree works will be delayed
until the end of the nesting season.
No tree work will be undertaken on trees where there is potential to impact upon any
protected species (for example, bats or badgers) until consultation has been undertaken
with the Council ecologist and/or appropriate external consultants. Ay work that is
subsequently undertaken will be in accordance with current legislation, policy and best
practice guidance.
All tree pruning and arboriculture works are undertaken in accordance with the British
Standard for Arboriculture BS3998 and will follow guidance from the Arboriculture
Association's Guidance Note - An introduction to Trees and their Management.

Although all requests for tree felling or works are assessed on their own merits, these would not
generally occur to remedy:








Shading/loss of light to properties
Minor or seasonal effects such as leaf litter, bird mess, fruit or seed fall or sticky secretions
from insects and aphids (honeydew)
Effects on TV reception (satellite or terrestrial television)
Obstruction of private CCTV cameras
Perceived threats - any decision will be based on inspection and evidence
Non-actionable nuisance e.g. from overhanging branches
Obstruction of telephone or utility cables (these are the responsibility of the statutory
undertaker such as a utilities provider)

Works will not be undertaken purely for the benefit of an individual even if they are willing to pay
for the removal or pruning of a tree.
Principles for tree replacement
When a tree is removed, a replacement will be planted (although not necessarily at the same site) to
ensure that there is no net reduction of trees in the city. Wherever possible, planting will be
permanent and into the ground, rather than of a temporary nature in planters. Planting solutions
will be right for the place, so considerations will include tree species and size, water dependency,
root systems, hardiness and proximity to property. Planting will take into account longer-term
maintenance implications and be designed with this in mind. Planting - including replacement
planting - will be considered to ensure that the whole green infrastructure network for the city is
balanced.
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Consultation and information
When the council seeks to remove a tree, prior information will be given to ward councillors and
tree wardens, setting out why the tree is to be removed, the plan for replacement and any other
relevant information to answer any queries from the public. In addition, a notice will be attached to
the tree, and the information will also be placed on the PCC website.
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